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Book Descriptions:

canon digital ixus 860 is user manual

Refer to them as necessary according to the flowchart below. Contents of This Guide Check the
package contents Getting Started p. 7 Explains how to complete tasks ranging from charging. You
can use SD memory cards, SDHC SD High Capacity memory cards, MultiMediaCards, MMCplus
cards and HC MMCplus cards in this camera. Charging takes approximately 2 hours 5 minutes.
Charge Indicator Charging Complete lights green To protect the battery and prolong its life, do not
charge it for longer than 24 hours continuously. Ensure that the memory card is correctly oriented
before inserting it in the camera. Inserting it backward may cause the camera to fail to recognize
the memory card or to malfunction. To Remove the Memory Card Push the memory card with your
finger or the toggle on the wrist strap until the memory card clicks and then release it. Its position
on the strap can be changed. It is recommended to use the Wrist Strap to avoid dropping during
camera use. Set the date and time as shown in step 3 and 4 in the explanation below. Power Button
Button Buttons Button Press the power button. You can imprint the date and time you have set onto
images 78. Setting the Display Language You can change the language displayed in the LCD monitor
menus and messages. Select a shooting mode. 1. Set the mode switch to Shooting. You can shoot by
pressing the shutter button even when an image is being displayed.If the memory card has been
switched, or the images on the memory card have been edited with a. Do not touch the microphone
while recording. Do not press any buttons other than the shutter button. The sound that buttons
make will be recorded in the movie. Use the button to display a movie and press the button. Images
with a icon are movies.Please note that erased images cannot be recovered. Exercise adequate
caution before erasing an image. After you finish printing, turn off the camera and the printer and
disconnect the interface cable. Installing the software. Windows
1.http://chinesetouristbureau.com/images/dolphin-6100-manual.xml
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Place the Canon Digital Camera Solution Disk in the computers CDROM drive. CameraWindow will
display. Use this method to download images using camera operations except Windows 2000. Button
Button Buttons Button. The previous setting will be in effect the next time the Direct Transfer menu
is displayed.Some accessories are not sold in some regions, or may no longer be available.If so,
remove the film before using the camera. The interface cable and AV cable cannot be connected. By
holding down the touch control dial in the position of the enlarged icon, you can determine the item
to set. Please note that some of the options for some functions cannot be operated with it. Operable
Functions Reference Page Shooting Selecting a shooting mode p. 44 71, 72, 73, 85, Selecting
options in Selecting options in the FUNC. Movie Mode Shooting Mode Special Scene Mode Shooting
Mode Auto p. 14 Manual p. 84 Digital Macro p. 70 Color Accent p. If you hold the camera
horizontally, it displays the time. If you hold it vertically, the time and date display. However, if you
hold the camera vertically and use method 1 to display the date and time, the time will be initially
displayed in the same way as when the camera is held horizontally. Menu Item Page Menu Item
Page Shooting Mode p. 44 p. 114 My Colors Special Scene Mode p. Operation Sound Sets the sound
played when any button other than the shutter button is pressed. p. 184 Selftimer Sound Sets the
sound played 2 seconds before the shutter releases in selftimer mode. The LCD monitor is set to the
Information View in the mode. The LCD monitor will not switch to the detailed display or focus check
display while in the magnified display or index playback mode. During flash photography, however,
the camera automatically readjusts the ISO speed, shutter speed or aperture setting to an optimal
setting, which may cause the playback information to differ from the displayed
information.https://www.dianasbridal.com/UserFiles/dolphin-570-manual.xml
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A sound file in a format other than the WAVE format is attached or the file format is not recognized.
JPEG image not conforming to Design rule for Camera File System Standards p. If you change the
date and time when the World option is selected, the Home date and time will also change
automatically. Please note that formatting initializing a memory card erases all data, including
protected images and other file types. The available shooting characteristics and focal lengths 35mm
film equivalent are as follows Selection. Safety Zoom Zone This camera is equipped with a Safety
Zoom feature that shifts from optical zoom to digital zoom without pausing until image quality is lost
at any given recording pixel setting. The. With the digital zoom, the image area is 12 x 9 mm 0.47 x
0.35 in. at maximum zoom approximately 4.0x. You can set the time delay and the numbers of shots
you wish to take in advance. 10 sec. SelfTimer shoots 10 seconds after you press the shutter button.
You can shoot images with the optimal settings for postcards by composing them inside the print
area widthtoheight ratio of approximately 32 shown in the LCD monitor. Select the Postcard Mode.
The date stamp cannot be deleted from the image data once it has been embedded. For details,
please see the user guide for each product. Setting the Image Stabilizer Function See Functions
Available in Each Shooting Mode 228. If camera shake is too strong, it may not be fully corrected.
Hold the camera horizontally while panning stabilization does not work when the camera is held
vertically. You can shoot with the most appropriate settings for the scene. Beach Shoots without
making people appear dark near water or sand where reflected sunlight is strong. Fireworks
Captures fireworks in the sky sharply and at optimal exposure. You are also recommended to use
this case for shooting in rainy conditions, at the beach or on the ski slopes.

Allows you to select settings yourself, such as the exposure compensation, white balance or my
colors. Select manual mode. 1. Set the mode switch to 2. Press the button. 1. Use the button to
select Shoot. This function reduces the red appearance of eyes when the flash fires and light is
reflected back.You can shoot with the flash at slow shutter speeds. You can limit the extent to which
only the background darkens with flash photography while shooting night scenes or under indoor
lighting. Depending on the volume and data writing speed of the memory card, recording may stop
before reaching 1 hour or before the recorded data volume has reached 4 GB. This is effective on ski
slopes and the beach when the contrast is too strong between the subject and background or where
there are both light and dark areas in the scene and it is desirable to adjust the exposure. The LCD



monitor will turn on if something other than the power button or shutter button is operated. The
LCD monitor displays the elapsed time from the start of recording to the end in playback mode, but
the actual playback time is shorter than the displayed time. Stitch Assist can be used to shoot
overlapping images that can later be merged stitched to create one panoramic image on a computer.
The overlapping seams of several adjacent images can be joined into a single panoramic image.
Press the button after the last shot. You cannot display the images on a TV when shooting in Stitch
Assist mode. The settings for the first image are applied to the second image onward. You can check
the focus in recorded images. It is also easy to check peoples’ expressions and look for closed eyes
because a frame the size of the face displays in Face Detect mode. To Cancel Checking the Focus
Press the shutter button halfway. The AF frame indicates the area of the composition on which the
camera focuses. You can set the AF frame in the following ways. You can have the camera
automatically detect the.

http://fscl.ru/content/bosch-hbn43w350-manual

You can set the exposure and focus separately. This is effective when the contrast is too strong
between the subject and background or when a subject is backlit. Press the button and select flash
off. You can lock the flash exposure so that the exposure settings are correctly set regardless of the
composition of your subject. Press the button and select flash on. Raise the ISO speed to use a fast
shutter speed when you wish to reduce the effects of camera shake or avoid blurry subjects, or to
turn the flash off when shooting in a dark area. Now press the shutter button fully. Adjust the
exposure compensation to a negative value to avoid making the subject too bright in night shots or
when shot against a dark background. Use this setting when Spot you want to set the exposure on
the subject in the center of the monitor. You can set the shutter speed to a slow setting to make dark
subjects appear brighter. Select the Long Shutter Mode. 1. Press the button. Shoot with the camera
attached to a tripod. Use of the flash may result in an overexposed image. If this occurs, shoot with
the flash set to The following are unavailable. When the setting cannot produce natural looking
colors, change the white balance using a setting appropriate for the light source. Auto Settings are
automatically set by the camera. Day Light For recording outdoors on a bright day. Since the white
balance data cannot be read in Stitch Assist mode, preset the white balance in another shooting
mode beforehand. You may not obtain the expected results depending on the skin color. Press the
button. You can shoot images with the original colors transformed. This can be performed on movies
as well as still images, allowing you to enjoy photographing with image or movie effects.However,
depending on the shooting conditions, the images may appear rough or you may not get the
expected color. Still Images 1. Set the mode switch to 2. Press the button. 3. Use the button to
select.
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The following functions can be registered. Menu Item Page. After using this function once, the white
balance setting changes to the custom white balance setting. To Folder create an additional folder,
insert the check mark again. You can also specify a date and time if you wish to create a new Auto
Create folder using a shooting time after the specified date and time. Up to 2000 images can be
saved into one folder. A new folder will automatically be created when you record more than that. If
a memory card with recorded data is used, the 7digit number for the last recorded folder and image
is compared with the last one on the card, and the larger of the two is utilized as the basis for new
images. Since you can also change the magnification level and switch between images, it is easy to
check peoples’ expressions and look for closed eyes. After you change the display magnification, the
orange frame will adjust to the size of the face when you switch the position of the frame.Jumps to
the first image of each shooting Shot Date date. This also can be set in the index playback mode.
Depending on the movies file size, it may take some time to save an edited movie. No transition
effect. The displayed image darkens and the next image gradually brightens until it is displayed.
Press the button to have the previous image display from the left and the button to have the next
image display from the right. No transition effect. The new image gradually brightens as it moves
upward from the bottom. Up to 998 images can be selected. They will be played back in their order
of selection. The following selection of My Colors effects is available. For details, see 114. Vivid
Lighter Skin Tone Neutral. Although My Colors effects can be added any number of times to an
image, the image quality will gradually deteriorate with each application and the intended colors
may not be achieved. Movies and images shot in wide mode cannot be resized. Record Starts
recording.
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Pause Stops recording, playback. Play Plays back. Erase Erases. You cannot attach sound memos to
movies. Sound memos for protected images cannot be erased. See Sound Recorder Data Rates and
Recording Durations Estimated 220. Recording will automatically stop when the memory card is full.
You can configure the protection settings for each Select image singly while viewing them. You can
select a first and last image and protect all Select Range the images in the range. Select by Date You
can protect the images from a specified date. Protect the images. Select Erase images after selecting
them one at a time. For picking a first and last image and erasing all the Select Range images in the
range. Select by Date Erases images corresponding to the selected date. When you press the button
in shooting mode, it switches the camera to playback mode. Then when it is pressed a second time,
the registered function is called up. Registering a function to the button disables its ability to turn
off the camera power. A maximum of 998 images can be selected. When the camera is connected to
a printer, the button will light blue. At this time, printing will begin after performing the following. 1.
Press the button. Refer to the Software Starter Guide for instructions on how to transfer images to
your computer. The settings used on the camera comply with the DPOF standards. A maximum of
998 images can be selected. Turn off the camera and the TV.See My Camera allows you to customize
the startup image and startup, operation, selftimer and shutter sounds. You can change and register
these settings, enabling you to customize the camera to suit your own tastes. A computer is required
to restore the My Camera settings to the defaults. See the supplied Software Starter Guide for more
information on creating and adding to the My Camera data. Power is not turned on. Press the power
button 14. The LCD monitor will shut off during shooting.A bar of light purplish red appears on the
LCD monitor.

Sometimes appears when This is a normal occurrence in shooting a bright subject,. Camera
automatically There is no effect on the recorded lightened the image image.Shooting Camera will
not record. Subject in recorded image is too bright, or image flashes white. Subject is too close,
making Shoot with the subject within the the flash too strong. For higher image quality, use as low
an ISO speed as possible 104.White dots appear on the image. Memory card was formatted Use a
memory card formatted in your in another device. There is insufficient free Try the following
procedures.Movies do not play back correctly. Movies recorded with high recording pixels and frame
rates may momentarily stop playing if played on slow reading memory cards. You may experience
frame dropping and audio breakup when playing back a movie on a computer with insufficient



system resources. Battery life exceeded. Replace the battery with a new one TV monitor output
Image is distorted or not showing on TV monitor. Incorrect video system Set the video system to the
setting.No memory card You turned on the camera without a memory card installed, or with a
memory card installed in the wrong orientation Card locked. The SD memory card or SDHC memory
card is writeprotected 208. The file name could not be created because there is an image with the
same name as the folder that the camera is attempting to create, or the highest possible file number
has already been reached.In addition, sound cannot be played back. Cannot register this image. You
attempted to register an image recorded in a different camera or a movie as a startup image. The
safety precautions noted on the following pages are intended to instruct you in the safe and correct
operation of the camera and its accessories to prevent injuries or damage to yourself, other persons
and equipment. If the exterior comes into contact with liquids or salt air, wipe it dry with a soft,
absorbent cloth.

https://exactblue.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1627133ffed75c--
-bp-sc4000-manual.pdf

Continued use of the equipment may result in fire or electrical shock. The battery should not be
immersed in water or sea water. Do not attempt to disassemble, alter or apply heat to the battery.
Be careful not to bump or strongly push the end of the lens. The abovementioned could lead to injury
or damage the equipment. Be careful not to cover the flash with your fingers or clothing when
shooting. Under these conditions, revive the battery by warming it in a pocket immediately before
use. However, ensure that there are no metallic items in the pocket that could cause a short circuit,
such as a key ring, etc. When writing on the memory card, do not use a pencil or ball point pen. Only
use a soft point pen e.g. felttip pen. Turn the camera power off before connecting or disconnecting
the AC adapter. Use the following procedures to affix the camera and HighPower Flash to the
supporting bracket. You are recommended to place the spare battery in your pocket to warm it up
before switching it for the battery in the flash. NonUse over Extended Periods Leaving batteries in
the HighPower Flash could allow the battery fluid to leak, damaging the product. Camera Body
Gently wipe dirt off the camera body with a soft cloth or eyeglass lens wiper. Lens First use a lens
blower brush to remove dust and dirt, then remove any remaining dirt by wiping the lens lightly with
a soft cloth. Subject to change without notice. DIGITAL IXUS 860 IS W Max.Depending on the
volume and data. At low temperatures, the battery performance may diminish and the low battery
icon may appear very rapidly. In these circumstances, the performance can be improved by warming
the battery in a pocket before use.Actual results may vary according to the subject and shooting
conditions. Sound Recorder Data Rates and Recording Dura tions EstimatedCard included with the
camera. DPOF Print Order Print Style.AC Adapter Kit ACKDC30.Selecting Images.AE Lock.DPOF
Transfer Order. AF Frame.55, AF Lock.AFassist Beam.

49, AiAF. Smooth Continuous Shooting. Sound Memo.Sound Recorder. Spot AE Point Frame.55,
Stitch Assist.System Requirements.Telephoto.Time Zone. Touch Control Dial.Transition Effects. Only
functions with settings that change with the shooting mode are listed here. Refer to them as
necessary according to the flowchart below. Contents of This Guide Check the package contents
Getting Started p. 7 Explains how to complete tasks ranging from charging batteries and installing
memory cards to setting the date and time, shooting, playing and erasing images, and performing
simple printing tasks. Learning More p. 37 Names camera components and provides more detailed
instructions for shootIf something is missing, please contact the retail outlet at which you purchased
the product.Please note that Canon Inc., its subsidiaries and affiliates, and its distributors are not
liable for any consequential damages arising from any malfunction of a camera or accessory,
including memory cards, that results in the failure of an image to be recorded or to be recorded in a
way that iAlign these symbols 2. Plug the battery charger CB2LX into a power outlet, or attach the
power cord to the battery charger CB 2LXE and plug it into a power outlet. Battery charger model

https://exactblue.com/wp-content/plugins/formcraft/file-upload/server/content/files/1627133ffed75c---bp-sc4000-manual.pdf
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names and types vary by region. Charge Indicator On Charging lights orange For CB2LX For
CB2LXE 3. Remove the battery after charging is complete. Charging takes approximately 2 hours 5
minutes. Charge IndicEnsure that the memory card is correctly oriented before inserting it in the
camera. Inserting it Its position on the strap can be changed.Or if you use the separately sold AC
Adapter Kit ACKDC30, the battery will charge in about four hours. It will charge even if the camera
is turned off. You can imprint the dateReview Recorded images are displayed on the LCD monitor for
approximately 2 seconds immediately after shooting.

Shutter Button Button You can also use the following methods to continue displaying the image
immediately after shooting so that you can check it. Keep the shutter button pressed fully. Press the
button while the recorded image is displayed. You can shoot by pressing the shutter button even
when an image iDo not press any buttons other than the shutter button. The sound that buttons
make will be recorded in. You may download and use the Content solely for your personal,
noncommercial use and at your own risks. Canon shall not be held liable for any damages
whatsoever in connection with the Content, including, without limitation, indirect, consequential,
exemplary or incidental damages. You shall also not and shall not let others reproduce, modify,
reformat or create derivative works from the Content, in whole or in part. Finished book size is A5
148 x 210mm. 236 pages long. Our reprints are high quality, printed on 80gsm superwhite Canon
paper on a Canon office copier. The pages are then spiral bound with a clear acetate front cover and
red card back cover, held together with a strong white wire. Your manual will lay flat when open and
will last for as long as your camera, with a little bit of care. Manuals over 400 pages long may be
supplied as more than one book.This camera is also known as USA PowerShot SD870 IS DIGITAL
ELPH Japan IXY DIGITAL 910 IS. In this document are contains instructions and explanations on
everything from setting up the device for the first time for users who still didn’t understand about
basic function of the camera. Canon Digital Ixus 860 IS user manual PDF is a file format designed to
present documents consistently across multiple devices and platforms. It was developed by Adobe
1992 and has since become one of the most widely used formats for saving and exchanging
documents.It also contains page layout information, which defines the location of each item on the
page, as well as the size and shape of the pages in the document.

This information is all saved in a standard format, so the document looks the same, no matter what
device or program is used to open it. For example, if you save a PDF on a Mac, it will appear the
same way in Windows, Android, and iOS.It can store embedded fonts so you do not need to have the
appropriate fonts installed to the view the document correctly. PDF documents may also be
encrypted so only authorized users can open them.File sizes can be measured in bytes B, kilobytes
KB, megabytes MB, gigabytes GB, terabytes TB, and beyond. As far as the ISO levels are concerned,
this camera supports Auto, 801600 ISO. Movies can be recorded at a resolution of 640x480 Pixels
VGA,320x240 QVGA. It supports memory card types of MMC, SD, SDHC. Overall, this camera
weighs and has 3 Inch display to click, and preview images. We have sent you a verification email.
Canon reports first ever quarterly loss, cuts dividendFor reprint rights Times Syndication Service.
Canon digital ixus 870 is. Canon Digital IXUS 85. Canon IXUS 870 IS test video.Reload to refresh
your session. Reload to refresh your session. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to
utilize the functionality of this website. Sell your camera today and get top market value. Shows
moderate wearGlass may have slight. Post your question here in this forum. Were committed to
dealing with such abuse according to the laws in your country of residence. When you submit a
report, well investigate it and take the appropriate action. Well get back to you only if we require
additional details or have more information to share. Note that email addresses and full names are
not considered private information. Please mention this; Therefore, avoid filling in personal details.
Please enter your email address. Priced at around 250, the 860 IS might seem costly for an
8megapixel camera, but in fact Canon seems to have sidestepped the megapixel race and instead
packed this model with plenty of features.



The screen is massive 76mm 3 inches across with clear and bright 230,000pixel resolution.The
battery card slot is sturdy but the USB cover is less so. Its not as thin as other models in the IXUS
range, but a flushfolding lens ensures the 860 IS is pocket friendly.Were impressed by optical image
stabilisation in any compact, and especially by the three modes offered here. These include a mode
that only cancels vertical movement, so you can pan horizontally after a fastmoving subject without
confusing the system that moves the sensor.You get 10 scene modes, which might not seem like
much compared to some manufacturers 30plus, but all the major bases like night and portrait are
covered. Navigation and operation is extremely userfriendly. The menus areThe dedicatedAutofocus
rarely struggles, even in theColours are accuratelyRedeye correction is available, but
disappointingly involvesRedeye can be a problemThis cuts down on bleachedwhite subjects and
allows you to compromiseLets round up its best gems. Lets round them up. Lets round up the Disney
gems you might have. Here are some of the best TV shows Hulu has to. Its disinformation and
sabotageWe delete comments that violate our policy, which we encourage you to read. Discussion
threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. Canon Digital IXUS 870 IS Canon PowerShot
G15 Sony Cybershot DSCRX100 Canon IXUS 125 HS Canon PowerShot S110 Canon PowerShot
SX150 IS Canon EOS 30D Canon PowerShot SX260 HS Canon Digital IXUS 110 IS Canon PowerShot
A720 IS Nikon 1 V1 It can be calculated with the following formulaIts slightly higher Sensor
resolution is used in pixel pitch, pixel area, and pixel density formula. For sake of simplicity, were
going to calculate it in 3 stages.Its usually 1.33 43 or 1.5 32, but not always.Nikon Coolpix P340
Sony Cybershot DSCHX50 Canon PowerShot S200 Canon IXUS 135 Canon EOS 5D Mark III Canon
EOS M Canon PowerShot A2400 IS Canon IXUS 240 HS Olympus PEN EPL5 Canon PowerShot S95.

Learn more opens in a new window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment.
For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new
window or tab This amount is subject to change until you make payment. If you reside in an EU
member state besides UK, import VAT on this purchase is not recoverable. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab
Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More
opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new window or tab Learn More opens in a new
window or tab The item may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully operational and functions
as intended. This item may be a floor model or an item that has been returned to the seller after a
period of use. See the seller’s listing for full details and description of any imperfections. Contact the
seller opens in a new window or tab and request post to your location. Please enter a valid postcode.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 1. Youre covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee if
you receive an item that is not as described in the listing. Find out more about your rights as a buyer
opens in a new window or tab and exceptions opens in a new window or tab. We may receive
commission if your application for credit is successful. Terms and conditions apply. Subject to credit
approval. We may receive commission if your application for credit is successful. All Rights
Reserved. User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign.
The comparison tables in this article list equivalent IXY Digital and PowerShot Digital ELPH model
names. The cameras themselves are identical apart from the front fascia, according to the parts lists.
The Canon model number on the bottom is consistent between marketing names.Images are
recorded as JPEGs.

Raw image files are not accessible without the use of third party firmware such as CHDK.Canon
issued a recall in October 2006 adding these to their recall list. The damaged CCD displays purple or
blueish, distorted or possibly no image at all.This problem can be temporarily overcome by removing
both the main battery as well as the small internal battery. Canon has acknowledged this issue and
formerly repaired free of charge.The reason given is Its missing info about the video recording
specifications and the PowerShot Digital ELPH 360 HS a successor to 340 HS model, which was also
released in January 5th 2016, alongside 190 IS model. It have a 20.2 MP CMOS sensor with 12x



optical zoom and 1080p FullHD video capabilities as opposed to ELPH 190IS model. Please update
this article to reflect recent events or newly available information. March 2019 Contrary to the
message, there may not actually be anything wrong with the memory card.By using this site, you
agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. Theres a new RedEye CorrectionSo is the stylish
CanonMost aspectsThere are a fewThe camera is not too slippy whenThere are no real
innovativeOverall the Canon DigitalEven the tripod mount, traditionallyThe wideangle lens on the
IXUSContinuous is on all theYou dont notice that the camera is actually doing anything differentThis
system isOverall the cameraAs a resultThe Canon Digital IXUSIt does, however,You have to
pressRival compact cameras have aTurn this featurePress this whilst halfpressingQuite a cleverOn
the IXUSAs an aside, you can also assign yourIf you have never used a digital cameraUnfortunately
CanonNot much use if youreFocusing is very quick in good lightThe visibilityIt takes about 1 second
to storeAll in all the Canon DigitalTheres a new redeye correctionMy Category allowsThe Display
button togglesIt also shows overexposed partsThis is perfect for. This trouble maybe power supply
or inverter boards is defective.
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